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O. Introduction 

This paper concentrates on the relation between Serbo-Croatian lan
guage data and the sort of evidence they can provide for the treatment 
of the syntactic functions Subject and Object in two linguistic theories 
in which assignment of syntactic functions is a prominent analytical 
device, viz. Functional Grammar (d. Dik 1978 etc.) and Relational Gram
mar (d. Perlmutter 1981 etc.). Subject and Object are conceived of as 
defined not only on the basis of their formal properties (including de
tenmilnatiilOn ofcon:gruence) , :but als.o on Vhe Ibalsiils OIf :vheJior semalil.tJic :prop
eri1li.es , aIS Illot c<:mtniibutilI1g to the defilI1iit'iolll of rhe state .of a,ffarks de
signated by the predication as such, but rather to the particular way in 
which the state of affairs is presented (d. Dik 1980: 13). The state of 
affairs as such is consequently not changed by a differential syntactic 
function assignment. Against the background of these preltiminaries, this 
paper tries to show that an analysis of a formal difference between two 
sentences exclusively in terms of a differential syntactic fUinction assign
ment presupposes an analysis of the sentence semantics (including the 
state of affairs) £.irst, without which the proposed analysis can neither 
be claimed to be correct not be used as evidence for considering one 
linguistic theory more adequate than the other. 

The Serbo-Croatian language da'1a to be considered here are those 
for which a differential syntactic function assignment has been claimed 
to be able to account for the observed difference (cf. Kucanda 1984), v,iz. 
a differential Subject assignment either to Agent, in active sentences, or 
to Goal, in passive ones, and a differential Object assignment in sentences 
of the type Oni su ponudili Ivanu bijelo vino 'They offered to John white 
wine' vs. Oni su ponudili Ivana bijelim vinom 'They offered John white 
wine', wit"lf bijelo vino as Object in the first example, and Ivana in the 
sec? nd. On the basis of formal properties of sentences such as these two 
aibove, Kueanda (1984) c:1aiimed 1hat Serbo-Croatian does have a differ
enftJi1a:las'Siignmen't of Sulbject a!J1id Object, uIl\predictalYle Prom sema!l1ll:ic 
properties of the involved predicate frames (for which he without inves
tigating them assumed that they would be the same in sentences with the 
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observed formal differences of the type illustrated above). In addition to 
this claim that Serbo-Croatian has a differential Subject amd Object as
siglllrment, Kuc3Jnda fu(pther da1imed Ithat ditfferentia1ity of syntac'tiiC ,£U1l1C
tion a~sil!¥lment provides an a:rglUllnent tin favour of a mU'lltJilleveiled ass:iglll
ment of syntactic functions. Given the fact that Functioaal Grammar 
aLlows only tor a sirngle level of .syntactic functionasSlig'I1JI11cmt, tms wou1ld 
then provide an argument against Funcvional Grammar and in favour of 
Re'lallJio;nal Grammar, whlioh has multNeveled aS1s'ugjnment of syntactic func
tions as one of its basic tenets. 

A discussion of serna-nNc properties of the givetn Serbo-Oroa·ci3Jn sen
tences shows that semantic differences which can be ascribed solely to 
a different syntactic function assignment are never the only ones in
volved. Crucially, there is always a change of the argument structure 
and/or of the semantic characterization involved as well (discussed for 
passive sentences by Milosevic 1972 already, and disregarded by Kucan
da). This leads to an analysis in terms of predicate differences ascribable 
to predicate formation, instead of an analysis in terms of a differential 
syntactic function assignment. The Serbo-Croatian data consequently 
do not provide evidence for the assumed differential syntactic function 
assignment, and thus also not for a multileveled syntactic function as
signment. The latter is in fact one of the theoretical axiomata of Re
latilonal Grammar, .for which no IdeoiSl1ve loogrua'ge evidence can be found. 
On tihe other hamid, rellevance of the semam'1ic ohall'actem(latiiO'Il of 
the states of affairs in conncetion with such Serbo-Croatian sentences 
can be seen as providing an argument in favour of Functional Grammar 
over Relational Grammar, because semantic characterization of the states 
of affairs plays a prominent role in the former, but not in the latter. 

1. Some basic differences between Functional Grammar and Rela
tional Grammar 

,Whereas bath F!UJnotio[laol Grammar and RelaJtiO'Il3Jl Grammar IPOsit the 
syntactic 'Dunctiions Subject alIlJd abject thM are iindependent of ttihe sem
antic fn.mctions Agent, Goal, Recilpien:t etc., the two firamewor1k.ts differ 
in that Relational Grammar allows for a multileveled assignment of syn
tactic functions (the differences among the levels being that of either 
promotion or demotion of the syntactic functions, as will be shown 
below), whereas Functional Grammar allows for a single syntactic level 
only, and accounts for all semantic differences other than those ascrib
able to a differential assignment of Subject and Object only, as due to 
predicate formation and/or to additional assignment of the pragmatic 
functions Topic or Focus inside a predication, and Theme or Coda out
side a predication. 

As a necessary additiqn to that approach, Functional Grammar for
mulates the following semantic characterization of the states of affairs 
designated by nuclear predi~ate frames (from Dik 1978: 32ff.): 
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+ Dy.namk -Dynamk 

+Con:tiwl Action Position 

Jehn jQissed Jane Jehn held Jane in hilS ,a'l1IDS 

- Contral. Process S'tate 
John feN .iJn love with Jane John is i<n love with Jane 

Each predicate frame in Funct:ional Grammar is characterized by 
the arguments it takes, these being variables labelled for semantic func
tions. A nuclear predicate frame, characterized by its arguments, can 
further oe extended by means of »satellite« positions, i.e. positions for 
satellite terms which specify further properties of the nuclear state of 
affairs as a whole. Satellites consist of variables labelled for the semantic 
functions Instrument, Beneficiary, Reason, Manner, Purpose etc. The 
difif.erence between arguments and satelUHes is thus determined by their 
semantic functions. 

The different states of affairs defined above, distinguished on the 
basis of ± Dynamic (defined by Dilk as »whether or not the state of 
affairs involves any change«, but in view of both Slavic perfective and 
imperfective verbs being + Dynamic, it seems better to define it as 
»whether or not the state of affairs evolves along the time dimension«) 
aIlJd ± Contral (i.e. »whet!her or not one !()If the enitlHlies iinrvolve<i haJS the 
power to determine whether or not the state of affairs will obtain«), 
are characterized by the following semantic functions in the position 
of the first argument: 

the first argument of an Action predication always has Agent func
tion; the Agent is the entity presented as controlling the Action; 
the first argument of a Position predication always has Positioner 
function; the Positioner is the entity presented as controlling the 
Position; 
the first argument of a Process predication is assigned Force function; 
it is the entity presented as a non-controlling instigator of a process; 
the first argument of a state is not assigned any particular semantic 
function. 

The second argument of an Action or a Position is assigned the semantic 
functional Goal, and that of a Process, the semantic function Processed. 
As an example of an ActJion, and of >the way ,im. which predicate-f,rames are 
assumed if> be coded in the lexicon, the predicate frame of 'to hit' can 
be mentioned. 

(1) hitv (xl: animate (Xl))Ag (x2)Go 

The semantic functions Agent, Goal etc. defined above can be as
signed the syntactic functions Subject and Object in a differential way, 
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as i~llrllsitTated by the .fol'low!i.ng treatment I()if 'the acfi,ve1'a-sslive 'relatiion in 
Functional Grammar as defined by Dik (1980:61): 

(2 ) active p'as sive 

p p /.:K Go 

Obj ~./ I s ~ll
hit "'-ball . hit boy 

(where P = P.redkate, Ag = Agent, Go = Goal, Subj = Subject, and Obj = Object). 

In Functional Grammar, one cDnsequently starts with a predicate 
(P) taking arguments in the semantic functions ,of Agent (Ag) and GDal 
(Go). This structure is neutral as between ac1live and passive realizatiDn. 
In order tD get at the active, Subject (Subj) must be assigned to Ag and 
ObJect o(OlJlj) to Go; in order to get at the IpasSiiNe, Sulblj must Ibe assig;neld 
to GD. There are cDnsequently no relatiDn-changing transformatiDns. 

In RelatiDnal Grammar, on the other hand, ,one starts with a pre
dicate (P) taking a Subject (SU) and a Direct Object (DO). When no pro
motion and demotion rules are applied to this basic structure, the active 
cOIllStruc1lion comes out. For aderiovation of ,the ipoaJs'Sive oOIl'Struction, 'the 
basic grammaticall ·relations are changed: DO is promoted ltD SU, and SU 
is demDted tD SO, which can be read as »demoted Subject«, Dr i»Cho
meur«, as follows. 

(3) 

ac~ive 

p sui ~ DO 

suJ ~ l1it ba ll hit "Ball 
It is against the background of these basic nDtions in FunctiDnal 

Grammar (FG) and Relational Grammar (RG) that syntactic functiiDn 
assignment in Serbo-Croatian will be discussed in the present paper. 

2. Does Serbo-Croatian have passive pendants of active sentences? 

This question can be - and has indeed been - tackled frDm tWD 

points of view, viz. ,on the basis ,of fDrmal prDperties of lexical stems oc
curing in such sentences, or on the basis of the meaning as cDnnected 
with formal properties ,of lexical stems ,occurring in such sentences. 

• 
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On the basis of the form, there are two candidates for passive pen
dants of active sentences: a reflexive sentence which Dik and Gvozda
novic (1981) have called pseudo-reflexive, and a sentence containing the 
auxiliary hili and a pasSlive past participle, which Dik and Gvozdanovic 
(1981) have not discussed in view of MiloseviC (1972), as will be elaborated 
below. Theses types of sentences Caill be illustrated by ;uhe following ex
amples. . 

(4a) Graditelji grade kuc.u 
buildersnom. build house 

(4b) Kucu grade graditelji 
(4c) Grade irucu gradirtelja 

(Sa) Kuca se gradi 
housenom. refl. build 

(Sb) Gradi se kuca 

(6) 	 Graditelji su sagradili kucu 
buildersnom. aux. builta.p.p. 
house 

'(The) builders are building althe 
house.' 

'The/a house is being built.' 

'(The) builders have built althe 
house.' 

(etc. in either word order, which I shall not mention from now on) 

(7) 	Kuca je sagradena 

housenom. aux. builtp.p.p. 


(8) 	 Kuca je sagradena od drveta 
housenom. aux. builtp.p.p. from 
wood!:en. 

(9) 	 Kuca je sagradena drvetom 
housenom. aux. builtp.p.p. 
woodinstr. 

(10) Kuca je gradena od drveta 
housenom. aux. bUJiltp .p •p• from 
woodge n. 

? Kuca biva gradena bas ovog 
trenutka 

housenom. being builtp .p .p . 


right this momentgen. 

(11) Kucu grade bas ovog trenutka 

hous~nom. builds. pI. right this 
momentgen. 

(12) Kuca se gradi bas ovog tre
nutka 
housenom. refl. build right this 
momentgen. 

'The/a house ±s buiJ.t/has been 
built.' 

'The/a house is built/has been built 
from wood.' 

'The/a house is built/has been bUJilt 
by means of wood.' 

'The/a house is built/used to be 
built from wood.' 

'They are building thela house 
right this moment.' 

'The/a house is being built night 
this 'moment.' 
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(13) 	 Kuca se je gradila prosle go
dine 

houseDom. refl. aux. builda.p.p. 

last yeargan. 


* 	 Kuca se je sagradila prosle 
godine 
housenom. refl. aux. builta.p.p 
last yeargtn. 

(14) 	 Kuca jesagradena rprosle go
dine 
housenom. aux. builtp.p.p. last 
yeargan. 

(15) 	 Nastavnik hvali ucenika 
teachernom. praise pupil 

(16) Ucenitk se hvali 
pupilnom. refl. praise 

(17) Ucenika se hvali 
pupilacc. refl. praise 

(18) NastaVinrik je hvalio ucenika 
teachernom. aux. praiseda.p.p. 
pupilacc. 

(19) 	Ucenik je hvaljen 
pupilnom. aux. praisedp.p.p. 

(20) 	 Nastavnik je pohvalio ucenika 
teachernom. aux. praiseda:p.p. 
pupil 

(21) Ucenik je pohvaljen 
pupilnom. aux. praisedp.p.(i. 

(22) Ucenika se je hvalilo 
pupilacc. refl. aux. praised".p.!J. 

* 	 Ucenika se je pohvalilo 
pupilacc. refl. aux. praised".p.p. 

'The/a house was being built last 
year.' 

• 

The/a house wa's built last year.' 

'The/a teacher ·praises/ is praising 
a/the pupil.' 

'The/a pupil is boasting, lit. the/a 
pupil is praising himself.' 

'The/a pupil is being praised.' 

'The/a teacher was praising/used 
to praise althe pupil.' 

'The/a pupil is praised/used to be 
praised.' 

'The/a teacher (has) praised a/the 
pupil.' 

'The/a pupil is praised/has been 
praised.' . 

'The/a pupil was being praised.' 

'Thela pupil got praised.' 

(The following abbreviations are used: nom. = nominative, gen. geni
tive, dat. = dative, acc. = accusative, lac. = locative, instr. = instru
mental. aux. = auxiiJiiary, refl. =reflexirve, a.p.p.= actirve ;past ipa<ritii~le, 
and p.p.p. = passive past participle; gender, number, and ,tense have not 
been indicated in the literally translations.)' . . ' 

The above sentences illustrate restrictions on the usage of perfective 
verbs (characterized formally by means :6£ a prefix in the. given examples) 
in the pseudoreflexive sentences, and inadequacy of the construction with 
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• 

the passive past participle to express actuality of the Action of the pre
dicartion, but rather adharacterustlic deDirvfung .f.romH, either .a5 a result 
(with perfective verbs) or as connected with the specification of .the Ac
tion as nOll1actual (e.c. by means of an adverbial). 

Sentences containing the construction with the passive past parti 
ciple have the Subject in the nominative case irrespectively of its speci
fication as either animate or inanimate, whereas in pseudo-refleXiive sen
tences, this can occur only with an inanimate Subject. 

Can the Agent be eXlpressed ,1n a 'sentence oontalillJing a pseu:do~re:filex
ive oons1tr.ucti'On,or !0Il1e with a pass-ilve past ipartidipile {whlich latter I 
call 'a passlive construction' for the sake of brevity? 

Bene (1933: 264) and Stevanovic (1964: 364) sta'ted that i,t cannot be. 
Spalatin (1933: 118) stated that it is »not acceptable in StandaI'd Ser'bo
-Croatian, although it is occasionally heard or seen in print«. Maretie 
(1899: 631) and Mihaj'loV'iC (1974, 1976) pointed t,o i,ts occasional ex:pres
sion by means of an ad + genitive construction, without reference to the 
nomn to which SrpaJlatin was referring, and finally, Baric et al. (1979: 373) 
presented passive sentences with the ad + genitive specification ,of the 
presumed Agent without discussing their acceptability or meaning at all. 

It is characteristic of the approaches which do allow for an ad + 
genitive expression of the presumed Agent that they do not discllss the 
meaning of passi'Ve sentences (MihajloiVie 1974: 33) even eXiplicinly stated 
that »the line of demarcatiOll1 between the passive and pseudo-passive 
sentences is not as clear cut as it would seem from the above examples; 
nor is .it always possible to delimit with formal vigour real passives from 
combination of the copula be -r- V-en adjective«). They only point to rare 
occurrences of od + genitive constructions in such cases. And these oc
currences are rare, indeed, as shown by Plotn'Nrova (1968: 61), who found 
it in 1,8010 of the cases in sentences with a pseudo-reflexive construction, 
and in 4,6010 o,f the Ca5es in sentences wirth a passi'Ve cOIl1lSlt't'UctUon ~1Il mod
e.rn Serbo-Croatian pDose. Is this rare ocourrence relateid to semantics 
of this construction? This question has not been answered so far. 
. For a consideration of the meaning of the od + genitive construction, 
d. the following Serbo-Croatian sentences. 	 . . 

(8) 	 Kuea je sagradena od drveta 'The/a house is built/has been built 
from wood.'housenom. aux. builtp.p.p. from 

woodgeu. 

(23) 	 Kuea se je srusila od kamenja 'The/a house fell down from 
housenom. refl. aux. fell stones.' 

down".p.p. from stonesgen . 


•* 	 Kuea se je srusila kamenjem 
housenom. refl. aux. fell 

downa.p.p. stOll1esinstr. 


(24) 	 Kuea je srusena kamenjem 'The/a house is broken down/was 
broken down by (means of)housenom. aux. broken 
stones.'downp. p . p . stoneSinstr. 
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?(24) Kuca je srusena od lavine 'The/a haulse dIS brolken ,downlwalS 
housenoOJ. aux. broken hrdken ·doWll1 from snowsltonrrt.' 

Codownp.p.p. from snowstormgen. 

(25) 	 Kuca se je srusila od lavine 'The/a house fell dowl} from snow
storm.'housenom. refl. aux. fell 


downa.p.P. from snowstormgen. 


(26) Kuca se je sruSila 	 'The/a house fell down.' 
housenom. refl. aux. fell 

downa.p.p. 


(27) 	Kuca je srusena 'The/a house is broken down/was 
broken down.'housenom. aux. broken 

dOWllp./l. P. 

In Serbo-Croatian, the instrumental case without preposition is the 
expression means of Instrument. And od + genitive is apparently the 
expression means 'Of Source, as shown by the above examples. Both are 
satellites in terms of FG, and both are omittable, as shown by examples 
(25) and (26) above. 

Example (24) is acceptable if od lavine is interpreted as Source con
nected with the state 'Of affairs. In (28), there is a comparable Source, 
but in view of its lexical specificatiQn as + Animate lnterpretatble as the 
instigator of the Action referentially equalling the Agent. Its semantic 
status of Source accounts for omittability (d. (21)). 

(28) Ucenik je pohvaljen od na	 'The/a pupil is praised/has been 
stavnika praised by the teacher.' 

pupiinolll. aux. praised p. p .p. 

from teachergen. 


If it is correct, indeed, that the meaning of od + genitive is that of 
Source, then sentetn.ce {28) must:be Viiewed as nQt con!tairning an Agent 
specification, and - consequently - as not being the passive correlate 
of the active sentence mentioned under (20) above. If correct, this must 
be related to a shift in the meaning of the predicate ~tself as well. 

Existence 'Of thds shift in the mealI1tiTLg of Ithe ipredricalte has been'iHus
trated aborve already, where it was shown that a 'sentence wlith a passwe 
construction cannot be used in the meaning of actuality, specifically, in 
the meaning of the real present. It cannot, consequently, be used in order 
to denote a state 'Of affairs evolving along the time dimension, which 
means that it cannot be used as + Dynamic, as already 'Observed by 
another native speaker 'Of Serbo-Croattian, namely by Millmevic (1972: 71 
etc.), aJOrd tpreced1ing her in Ish'Ort remank !by StevanOiVic (1964: 367). This 
holds also for imperfective verbs, which can be used in such construc
tions if accompanied by a specification (e.g. an adverb) in combination 
with which the meaning of a characteristic, which is - Dynamic, ,is 
expressed. 

'" 
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In terms of FG, a ~Dynamic state of affairs is not characterized by 
Agent as its first argument. Consequently, a sentence with a passive con
struction differs more from the corresponding active sentence than only 
due to a differential assignment of Subject. Its semantic differences must 
be viewed as due to predicateformation. 

A sentence contaiming a pseudo-reflexive construction, on the other 
hand, can denote a -I- Dynamic state of affairs, but it cannot have a 
+Animate Subject in the passive meaning as undergoing the action. It 
can have a - Animate Subject in the passive meaning, but any od + 
genitive construction accompanying it has the meaning of Source with 
the interpretation of 'deriving from'. Even though the referent of Source 
may equal Agent, its meaning in language does not equal that of Agent. 

Semantically the designated states of affairs are either + Dynamic, 
- Controlled, as in sentence (29) below, or - Dynamic, +Controlled, as 
in example (30) below, but never both. 

(29) 	Kuca se rusi od kamenja 'The/a house is falling down from 
stones.'housenom. refl. fall down from 


stonesgen . 


(30) 	 Pismo se pise perom 'A letter must be written with a 
pen, Ht. a letter Is writen wirth aletteracc.= nom. refl. write 
pen.'peninstr. 

Dik and GvozdanoviC (1981) have originally proposed two solutions 
for pseudoreflexive constructions in Serbo-Croatian: either in terms of 
Subject assignment to the Goal term of a predicate, or in terms of pre
di.ca'te denirvatJion !in 'View of an argument 'shift. Thesematnhc character
istics di'SOUs>sed above lead to the conduS/ion that the seoond SOh..lltiiOU1 
is the correct one. 

Pseudo-reflexive constructions being the only possible candidate for a 
differential Subject assignment in Serbo-Croatian, we can now conclude 
that Serbo-Croatian does not have an independent Subject function, but 
only one predictable from the semantic functions characteristic of a pre
dicate-frame. 

3. Does Serbo-Croatian have a differential Object assignment? 

In the absence of a differential Subject assignment, possibility of a 
differential Objeot assignment is relevant to establd'shing w:hether the 
language does or does not have an -independent level of syntactic func
tions . 

. Kucanda (1984) argued that Serbo-Croatian does have a different:d.al 
ObJect assignment im view of examl'les (31), (32) and (33), for whIoh he 
proposed the fo:Ilow1ng notation in terms of syntact>ic and semantic func
tions. 
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(31) 	 Oni(Agsubj) su IVanU(Rec) ponu 'They offered white wine to J.' 
dili bijelo vino(Goobj) .theYnom. aux. Jonndat. offer
eda..p.p. white winee.cc. =oom. 

(32) Oni (Agsubj ) su IVana(RecObi ponu 'They offered J. white 
'# 

wine, i.e. 
dili bijelim vinom(Go) they treated J. with w.w.' 

theYoom. aux. John.ce. offer

ed•.p.p. white wineiostr. 


(33) I Van(RecSubi ) je ponuden bije 'J. is offered white wine.' 
lim vinom(Oo) 

Johnnom. aux. offeredp .p .p white 

wine;o8tr. 


(The following additional abbreviations have been used: Ag = Agent, Go 
= Goal, Rec = Recipient, Subj = Subject,Obj = Object, 1. = John.) 

Kucanda wrote that (32) is a syntactic paraphrase of (31), whereas 
(33) is syntactically related to (32) only. In his approach to FG, Object 
is assigned to Recipient in (32), and this is why (32) has (33) as its passive 
correlate. He assumed all the three sentences to have the same semantic 
structure, without investigating the latter. 

Do sentences (31), (32) and (33) have the same semantic structure 
indeed, fOlrmaIized by Kucanda as lin (34)? 

(34) ponuditJiv (xl: animate (x1» Ag (x2)Go (x3: animate (X3»Rec 

For an analysis of the semantic structure, consider the following 
sentences. 

(35) Oni su Ivana ponudili 'They treated John.' 
theynnrn. aux. Jo!hna.c.c. offer
eda.p . p . 

* 	 Oni su Ivanu ponudili 
theYnom. aux. Jonnd&t. offer

eda.p.v. 


(36) Oni su ponudili vino 'They offered wine (for sale).' 
theynom. aux . ·offered' -I).". 

wine.ce.=nom. 


We can see that a sentence becomes ungrammatical if one of the 
arguments of the predication is left out. (It is acceptable only if the given 
argument is inferrable from its direct context.) Grammaticality of (36) 
is connected with the semantic shift by which ponuditi does ndt any 
more mean only 'to offer', but 'to offer for sale', i.e. without a Recipient 
specification. And grammaticality of (35) is connected w.ith a comparable 
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semantic shift by which ponuditi does not mean only 'to offer', but 'to 
treat', without specifying by means of what. In other words, Ivana is 
semantically not a Recipient in (35), but rather a Goal, as it is also ,in 
sentence (37). 

(37) Oni su Ivana ponudili Petru 'They offered J. to P. as a corresp
za dopisnika ondent.' 

theynom. aux. Johnacc. offer

eda.p.!, . Peter dltt. for correspon

denLcc.=gen. 


Whereas ponuditi in (37) has the predicate frame formulated in (34), 
ponuditi in (35) must be seen as having a derived predicate-frame with 
only two argument positions, viz. those of Agent and Goal, and with a 
corresponding semantic shift as compared with the basic predicate-frame 
of (34). 

The derived predicate frame of ponuditi iHrustmted. by means of (35) 
can further be extended by means of an Instrument satellite, as in sen
tence (32) above. With the given meaning, the derii;ved pr.edicate carunOit 
be extended by means of a Recipient . 

Object is in all the discussed sentences automatica:Uy 'Predictable 
from the Goal of a predicate-frame. It is never assigned so as to be the 
only difference between two otherwise identical sentences. It is conse
quently not an independent syntactic function in Serbo-CroatiaiIl which 
- in the absence of a differential Subject assignment as well - does not 
have an independent level of syntactic functions. 

Relevance of the semantic differences discussed above can well be 
analysed in terms of FG, but not in terms of RG, which latter does not 
specify the states of affairs designated by a predication, and consequently 
lacks a means of establishing whether a formal difference is automatic 
or semantically motivated. RG consequently lacks a means of testing the 
proposed existence of a multivalued syntactic function assignment, which 
is one of its basic tenets. 
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Saz:etak 


SUBJEKT I OBJEKT U SRPSKO-HRV,ATSKOM I DOKAZ ZA 

LINGVISTICKE TEORIJiE 


Autoranailizira upottrebu ,~ubje\kta 1 objekita u S>f'PS'kool'Varts:kom Imj.iZmr.nom 
jeziiku i moguce dokaze koje ta urpotreba daj.e za op6u iiirngvisticku teoriju, sipe
ai'jalno za dva teoretlSlka pristUIPa u kojima re istifu si,ntalkt'icke fu[J)kcije: z~ re
lacij'sku gromatiku i funkoiornruLruu g,ramatiku. Upotreba SlintaikrtiCkih funlkcija tne 
maZe s.e odredi,~i bez asvmta na recenic.nusemanllitkJu, koja pO!kazuje da, pored osta
lexga, ra1!li1ka izmedu alkti:wlIiih :i pasiVil1ID reOen,ica nije sarno u perslpekti~iz,raZenoj 
s'lI!bjelMom, nego i u rprooilkClltivnQj 5e1maJlltoici, paSiloga anaLiza !rarzililke sarno u 
sm'islu Sl!Jbjekta n>ije dovo1jna. R·aIlli'ke u semanllickoj IS>pecifilkaai1ji prooilka'ta mogu 
se adekvatno arnaIlJiJziraJt<i u fitm1ocionailifloj grr-amal'id, dok alna1iti6ki aparat relacij:ske 
grama~ke pakazuje staTIov.~te nedos-tatke. 
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